Introduction
In some problems of probability theory and stochastic processes a net {Ha} of probability measures is not defined on a common measurable space, but rather on a projective system of measurable spaces. Since the probability measures are not necessarily compatible their convergence behavior is different from that of inverse limits of measure spaces and extension to a common underlying space may not be feasible everytime.
In order to tackle with such situations more efficiently, some kind of formalism seems to be desirable.
In section 2, an example of a sequence of probability measures on a standard projective system which has motivated the proposed definition of convergence is discussed. This particular sequence arises in relation with empirical characterisitic functionals and measures in sequence spaces.
In section 3, we give the definition of "weak convergence along a projective system" in a set-up considerably more general than that of the example. Important properties of this type of convergence including the counterpart of the Alexandroff's characterization of the weak convergence (the portmanteau theorem) and the interaction with tightness is discussed. If E is reflexive i) and ii) yield the same F. Also for certain E spaces, the values of x M on G may uniquely determine its values on the whole E*, (e.g. E = h).
Convergence of empirical measures in sequence spaces
The canonical projection onto the first n coordinates will be indicated by 7r n . The projection of/i on (R are denoted by /z n and ~p n respectively. A superscript (.)° on a finite sequence will indicate argumentation to an infinite sequence will indicate argumentation to an infinite sequences by filling out the rest of the positions by zeros.
Let (5, T, P) be a probability space and let 0 be an T Be measurable mapping of S into E. We may suppose that the random sequence 0(w) is generated by a non-stationary random process or by any other source which can be observed any number of times independently and under identical conditions. Such observations will yield a tableau of the following form:
where the rows represent the observed components of independent random sequences @ m (cj) (m = 1,2,...). By assumption 0 and 0 m (m = 1,2,...) induce the same probability distribution, say FI on (E, Be)-More generally we may think of 0 as a mapping from Q into R N such that one of the sufficient conditions for the induced probability measure to be concentrated on E is satisfied, (c.f. [8] We observe that,
Now we can state the following Glivenko-Cantelli type theorem. following cases: 
ii) By (2.4) 3m such that |x£(/) -X"(/)l < f for n > »i. On the other hand | Yl'kLn fk T ]3^{ u> )\ 5: YhV-n \fk\M and by assumptions it can be made arbitrarily small by properly selecting n. Thus there exists n^ such that except on a negligible set and for n > n2,
independently of m. Let no = max(ni, «2). In view of (2.5), lim 
As the compact sets in i?^ can be identified by their finite dimensional projections, the uniformity of convergence follows from the theory of finite dimensional empirical characteristic functions. In case ii) let if be a compact subset of F.
where h n = / -n°f is the tail of /, the total boundedness of K implies that n 1 can be selected independent of /. The selection of 712 independently of / is also a consequence of total boundedness of K.
On the other hand Xnm(f) Xn(f) (a.s.) as m -> 00 implies by Levy's continuity theorem that for every n, X nm JI^ as m 00 (->• denotes weak convergence). Since 7r n is continuous it follows that A nm = A nm K^fin = JI n a.s. for every n. Thus for n Q = max(ni,n 2 ), {^n 0 m}m=i i s weakly relatively compact and {Xn 0 m)m=i i s equicontinuous. Hence the convergence Xn 0 m(/) -• XnO i s almost surely uniform on K and mo can be fixed independent of / •.
Here we are concerned with the convergence behaviour of A nm whenever we confine ourselves to (R N , Rg) duality. Here supressing the almost sure behavior, the type of convergence deserves a special attention. Examples exhibiting the same type of convergence can be constructed also in the domain of cylindrical measures. The right-filtering partially ordered set D and all other symbols are assumed to have their usual meaning and properties.
In relation with such a projective system we consider two hypotheses: a) Hypothesis R\: fl"" 1 , a € D tommute with the operation of forming the rim, i.e. if 7r" 1 (r(A)) = r(7r" 1 (A)) (r(A) = A n A c ).
b) Hypothesis R-i'-For every a £ D, iraB C Ba, where B and Ba are Borel cr-fields in ft and fta respectively, the former being with respect to the projective limit topology. 
{(N^N1N2)N1CN2
: NI, N2 G D} where D is the directed set of all finite dimensional subspaces N of a topological vector space F and N' is the (algebraic) dual. (The natural set-up for cilindrical measures).
Hypothesis R2 would be ensured if for instance ft and fta (a £ D) are Polish spaces and B and Ba are replaced by cr-fields of sets which are measurable for the completion of probability measures on Borel sets, thus containing all universally measurable sets (c.f. [5] , pp. 391). S D} be a projective system of metrizable spaces with the projective limit ft = lim(i7 a , K a p) furnished with the projective limit topology and let the cr-fields Ba and B, in ft a and ft respectively, satisfy hypothesis R2. If {(i a ,a £ D} is a net of probability measures defined on measurable spaces (fta,Ba), a £ D, we say that "/¿ a converges weakly along the projective system V to a probability measure fj, on B"
and denote fia -> fi if for every /¿-continuity set B £ B ]im fia( ir aB) = n(B) a holds.
Note.
In the case of a Polish projective system with a Polish projective limit, B and Ba may be chosen as the <T-fields obtained by the completion of Borel probability measures \i and 7r Q (/i) respectively. Proof, i) Given 6 > 0, let Q' be a compact subset of fi satisfying /i(/2') > 1 -j. By Lemma 3.2 -ii) and iii) fx is right-continuous along 
H{B) < p^-KcB) < n(ir~lTT a B), aeD which imply the desired conclusion if either B is closed or fi(B) = fi(B).
ii) By part i): Proof. Let JI a be the image of fi a on ir^Ba, i.e. fl a o 7T" 1 = fi a and let /J* (a € D) be any set of extensions of Ji a to (ft,B). Such extensions always exist but may consist of measures which are only finitely additive. On the other hand ft can be imbedded topologically into a compact metric space ft. For any let m a be the measure on ft defined by m a (B) = ft) for all Borel subset of ft. The net {m a } has a subnet, say.{mjv a } a e.D converging weakly to a a-additive measure u on ft. For any index a, denote C £ , a = •K~x-K a K e which is compact in ft. Let /? be a fixed index, then by the ordinary weak convergence of measures and the fact that C £)a j: v{C € j) > lim sup m Na (C e ,p) > lim sup m Na (C e ,N a ) ay/3 a>0 = lim sup fi Na (n Na K e )> 1 -e.
a yp By considering a sequence e n J. 0, this set of inequalities implies along the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 6.7., [6] 
